) the tissue has no structure. It is considered as a bulk material with anisotropic conductivities tr= (in the longitudinal fibre direction) and a, (radial). Usually, az and a, are taken real-valued. ALBERS et al. (1986) introduced a microscopic, frequency-dependent volume conductor model to study the relationship between SFAP and tissue structure. This network model accounted explicitly for the fibrous structure of skeletal muscle tissue. It was used for the calculation of the transfer function between a moving current source and the resulting extracellular potential (ALBERS et al., 1988) . It was shown that, close to the source, the transfer function is significantly different from the transfer function calculated with a homogeneous, frequency-independent volume conductor model. This is a direct effect of the fibrous structure of the tissue in the inhomogeneous, capacitive model. In the Medical & Biological Engineering & Computing present paper the effects of this fundamental difference between both transfers are analysed with respect to the SFAP in the time domain. In contrast to the previous article in which the homogeneous case was calculated analytically, we followed a different strategy: now the homogeneous model is obtained by proper substitutions and omissions inside the inhomogeneous network model itself.
Simulation model
For clarity, we reformulate briefly the basic elements of the modelling, as described more extensively in earlier papers 1988) .
In its basic concept the model consists of a large number of nodes. Each node is identified uniquely by a crosssectional index c (-N c ~< c ~< No, with 2*N~ + 1 the total number of cross-sections), and an index n, defining the radial position within the cross-section. The longitudinal separation is given by the discretisation length L (Fig. 1) .
The extracellular response V.(co) in node n of cross section c = 0 is given by
Vn(co) = H.(co)I(co)
(1) with co = 2nf, where f is the frequency of the impressed current. I(co) is the total current injected by the active fibre Impedances Z~,.(o)) describe the amplitude and phase relationship between a potential at point (c, n) and a current injected at c = 0. These impedances are calculated numerically, using an electrical network representation of skeletal muscle tissue. The spatial distribution of the current source represents a part of the active fibre membrane with length L (Fig. 1) . The transfer function (eqn. 2) gives a full description of volume conduction in the case of a moving current source (conduction velocity U is included in eqn. 2); however, it does not depend on other temporal properties of the source. After multiplication with the Fourier transform of a proper membrane current and inverse Fourier transformation of this product, the result is the SFAP in the time domain. The membrane current I,,(t) of a membrane part with length L reads
The intracellular action potential vi(t) is approximated by the expression (after ROSENFALCK, 1969) :
with at, fl and ~ constants determining the shape of the action potential. A detailed description of the network model and the solution of the impedances Zc,.(~) is given by ALBERS et al. (1986) . Parameters of the model are listed in Table 1 . In a macroscopic approximation skeletal muscle tissue is considered as a homogeneous anisotropic volume conductor with conductivities tr, and az in the directions normal and parallel to the fibre direction. To use the network for the simulation of the homogeneous case one has to translate the network parameters tri, ae, p, A, Gm and C m into az and a,.
The relationship between the homogeneous parameters az and a, and the microscopic parameters of the inhomogeneous network model is derived analytically for the model structure of Fig. 1 by GJELEN et al. (1986) :
with p the intracellular volume fraction.
In the frequency range, covered by EMG_ signals and using realistic parameter values, the term (x/3/2)A(Gm +jtoCm) = 1/Zm contributes only a small part to tr,. Therefore this term will be neglected, so both a, and tr z become frequency independent.
Results
Fig . 2 shows the intracellular action potential used in the simulations. Parameters ct, 13 and 7 are given in the legend. This intracellular action potential as well as all extracellular action potentials are calculated with a resolution of 20 #s. The sensitivity of the SFAP obtained with both volume conductor models, to variations in the intra-and extracellular conductivity is examined by using three different parameter sets, listed in Table 1 . The choice of the microscopic parameters results in realistic values of a z and a,, as reported for example by EPSTEIN and FOSTER (1983) and ZHENG et al. (1984) . Fig. 3 presents results for the three parameter sets of Table 1 . The SFAP at a radial distance of 53 #m from the centre of the active fibre is shown, plus the radial decline of the parameters At, and Art/t7 i. A, is the sum of the amplitudes of the first and second phases of the SFAP. Because the amplitude of the membrane current Im(O is proportional to ai (see eqn. 3), A,/al is a better parameter for a source-independent comparison than AFt alone. Fig. 3 shows that the amplitude of the SFAP in the inhomogeneous medium is higher than in the homogeneous medium. For small radial distances the SFAP amplitude calculated with the inhomogeneous medium exceeds the corresponding homogeneous result by about 50 per cent. For larger distances (> 300 #m) the SFAP amplitudes are about equal in both models. The SFAPs in the two models differ in their sensitivity to variations of the intra-and extracellular conductivities, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . With respect to the parameter A,/~ i the homogeneous model shows a slightly larger sensitivity to a decrease in ai than the inhomogeneous model. On the other hand, the inhomogeneous model is much more sensitive to a decrease in a e than the homogeneous model. This difference in sensitivity to t~ and ae reflects the different way in which current is being redistributed in the homogeneous and inhomogeneous volume conductor, respectively. In the inhomogeneous medium and close to the source, current is being conducted almost exclusively through the extracellular medium and complete redistribution is reached at a large distance from the source, which implies a high sensitivity to the extracellular conductivity. In the homogeneous model redistribution is not influenced by the structure . In Fig. 5 results obtained before and after this substituAs described in eqn. 2, the transfer function H,(e 0 and tion are compared with SFAPs calculated with the homoconsequently the SFAP are summations of a number of geneous medium at radial distances of 70/~m and 468 #m contributions. Consequently, the ultimate SFAP shape is using parameter set B of Table 1 . After the substitution determined by the amplitude and phase of these individual Zm = I Z,, I the homogeneous and inhomogeneous descripcontributions. Because in the homogeneous description tions result in almost the same SFAP at large radial disvolume conduction is purely resistive, phase shifts cannot tance. First, this implies that in this situation the be due to capacitive effects, so in this case the phase of relationship between parameters of homogeneous and each contribution is only determined by the propagation inhomogeneous description (eqns. 5 and 6) are correct. of the source. As a result the first peak of the action potenSecondly, it indicates that the differences between results of tial shows a negative time shift if the radial distance both descriptions at large distance, observed before the increases, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . In the inhomogeneous substitution, are only caused by phase effects of the fibre description, the fibre membrane influences the redistrimembrane. Because the SFAP close to the excited fibre is bution of current, affecting the amplitude as well as the also slightly influenced by the substitution Z,, = I Z,, I, the phase of the individual contributions to the SFAP. As a general conclusion is that close to the excited fibre the amplitude effect as well as the phase effect of the membrane is observed, whereas at large distance only the phase effect is noticed.
Discussion
At large radial distances the inhomogeneous result for Zm = I ZI I closely resembles the SFAP calculated for the homogeneous medium (Fig. 5) . This implies that in this situation the relationship between parameters of homogeneous and inhomogeneous description (eqns. 5 and 6) are correct.
In all the results, the SFAP amplitude obtained close to the excited fibre in the inhomogeneous medium exceeds that in the homogeneous medium. It has been reported that SFAP amplitudes, calculated with the usual homogeneous approach, are too low with respect to recorded potentials. Very high SFAP amplitudes as recorded for example by EKSTEDT (1964) are never obtained with a homogeneous volume conductor model. The results of the present paper suggest that a microscopic description is to be preferred above variation of macroscopic parameters in the homogeneous description (as suggested for instance by PATTLE, 1971 and NANDEDKAR and ST,~LBERG 1983 EKSTEDT, 1964 , GYDIKOV et al., 1986 .
The results of Fig. 3 show that the SFAP amplitude has declined to 200/~V at a distance of 300/~m for parameter sets A and C and at 260 #m for parameter set B. These values are in good accordance with experimental data reported by GATH and ST~LBERG (1979) . These authors defined the pick-up radius of a single-fibre electrode as the distance at which the action potential amplitude has declined to 200 #V. An alternative, relative definition of the pickup radius is the distance at which the SFAP amplitude is one-tenth of the highest observed value (PoLLAK, 1971) . Fig. 3 shows the advantage of the absolute definition of Gath and Sffdberg above the latter. In the definition of Gath and Sthlberg the pick-up radius is almost insensitive to the extracellular parameter a e (see Figs. 3a  and 3c ).
This independence upon extracellular conductivity implies that fibre packing may vary throughout the tissue without affecting too much the pickup radius (provided however that the fibre radius A does not vary). Clinical fibre density measurements may therefore benefit from the choice of an absolute criterion for the pickup radius. However, it has to be noted that variations in fibre radius and conduction velocity can shift the pickup radius considerably (eqn. 3).
The contribution Z ,~I = (x/3/2)A(G~ +jo~C,,) (see eqn. 6) represents one of the simplest models for the surface membrane of the muscle fibre, i.e. the parallel combination of a membrane capacitance C,, and a membrane conductance G,,. More refined models should reflect the presence of the tubular system (T-system) as well. This has been tried by FALK and FATT (1964) and by many others more recently (EISENBERG, 1983) all based on measurements of the linear electrical behaviour of muscle fibres in several species. FALK and FATT (1964) added a series G,Ce combination in parallel to the parallel G,,C,, combination to account for the tubular system. With this addition they could successfully describe their experimental, complex impedance data. For the frog they used the values Ce = 0-041 F m -2, Ge = 30 Q-1 m-2, G,, = 3 ~,)-1 m -2 and Cm = 0.026 F m -2.
In the rat, values for C e and Ge are not known from the experimental literature. The values for G,, and Cm in the rat are 1 Q-1 m -2 and 0.01 F m -E, respectively (see Table  1 ); i.e. a factor of about three smaller than in frog. We shall apply the same scaling factor to scale down Ce and G e. With these choices (C~ = 0-014 F m -2, G~ = 10 ~ 1 m -2, G m = l Q-1 m -2 and C , , = 0 . 0 1 0 F m 2) network simulation gives results of which the two dotted curves in Fig. 3b are examples. Compared with the solid curves in the same figure an attenuation of V, (of at most 70 per cent for r = 53 #m) has taken place, while the SFAP shape is unchanged. There is almost no attenuation beyond about 300 #m.
These results indicate the urgent need for accurate membrane parameter data to calculate SFAP amplitudes at a microscopic scale. As we have assumed certain C, and G e values for the rat, because of the lack of experimental values, the dotted results in Fig. 3b only have a tentative meaning. The strong reduction of the SFAP amplitudes upon introduction of G~ and Ce enhances the discrepancy between the experimental (high) (EKSTEDT, 1964; GATH and ST~I.BERG 1979) and simulated (low) amplitudes.
